Small lots of Blends with Desirables (nut count 48-78) meat yield 56-58% sold in a range of about $2.45-2.65 per point. Other Blends of fair quality (nut count 50-62) meat yield 48-52% sold in a range of about $2.45-2.65 per point. Large lots of Blends with Schley Blends (nut count 65-75) meat yield 51-55% sold in a range of about $2.40-2.50 per point and other large lots of Blends (nut count 50-60) meat yield 48-49% sold in a range of about $2.40-2.63 per point.

Prices paid to growers (late afternoon Tuesday, November 17, 2020 through late afternoon Tuesday, November 24, 2020) at buyers delivery point or F.O.B. the orchard including direct sales to end users, cents per pound in-shell of generally good quality in lots of 20,000 pounds or less unless otherwise stated.
Georgia (continued from page One)

Cape Fear (deliveries light) meat yield 49-52% 120-133
Curtiss (deliveries very light) meat yield 49-56% 103-142 mostly 108-139
Desirables (deliveries light) meat yield 50-52% 123-136, yard tree lots 80-100
Elliott (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 90-100
Farley (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 70-80
Moneymakers (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 40
Native/Seedlings yard tree lots 40-50 occasional lower
Schley (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 70-85
Stuarts (deliveries light) meat yield 46-52% 111-130, yard tree lots 50-75 mostly 70-75 few high as 90
Sumner (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 70-80

Lots over 20,000 pounds including truckloads

Cape Fear (deliveries light) (nut count 50-55) meat yield 49-52% 120-133
Desirables (deliveries light) (nut count 45-50) meat yield 50-52% 123-136
Stuarts (deliveries light) meat yield 46-52% 111-130

THE NEXT GEORGIA REPORT IS SCHEDULED TO BE RELEASED ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 01, 2020.

LOUISIANA (via: Forest Park-Atlanta GA)

Weather for the week shows evening and early morning temps in the mid-40s and 60s with daytime temps in the mid-70s to low 80s cooling down to the low 60s and high 50s with rain expected sporadically Wednesday through Sunday with the North areas of the state going from the low 60s to freezing temps for November 30.

Prices paid to growers (late afternoon Tuesday, November 17, 2020 through late afternoon Tuesday, November 24, 2020) at buyers delivery point or F.O.B. the orchard including direct sales to end users, cents per pound in-shell of generally good quality in lots of 20,000 pounds or less unless otherwise stated.

Candy (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 45
Desirables (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 100-150
Elliott (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 70 occasional higher
Native/Seedlings (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 35-40 few high as 50
Stuarts (deliveries very light) 90 occasional lower

THE NEXT LOUISIANA REPORT IS SCHEDULED TO BE RELEASED ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 01, 2020.

OKLAHOMA (via: Phoenix, Arizona) (602) 514-7210

Pecan harvesting is increasing slightly, but is still light. Deliveries by growers to buying points are extremely light. Demand was moderate for good quality pecans. Gift box and retail trade are looking out of state for supplies.

The weather forecast this week calls for high temperatures from the low 50s to the low 70s and low temperatures from the mid-20s to mid-40s. On Tuesday, November 24 there is a 30-60 percent chance of precipitation, on Saturday, November 28 there is a 20-50 percent chance of precipitation, and on Sunday, November 29 there is a 40-50 percent chance of precipitation.

Prices paid to growers (from noon Tuesday, November 17, 2020 through noon Tuesday, November 24, 2020) at buyers delivery point or F.O.B. the orchard including direct sales to end users, cents per pound, in-shell of generally good quality in lots of 20,000 pounds or less unless otherwise stated.

Natives/Seedlings (deliveries very light) yard tree lots 40-55 mostly 40-50 occasional higher and lower

THE NEXT OKLAHOMA REPORT IS SCHEDULED TO BE RELEASED ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2020.
Deliveries by growers to delivery points of Improved varieties were very light. Demand was moderate for good quality pecans. Pawnee are currently being harvested, as well as Natives. Harvesting is expected to continue to increase during the weeks leading up to Christmas.

The weather forecast for the coming week calls for low temperatures from the low 50s to the low 70s, with high temperatures from the mid-50s to the low 80s. There is a 20-70 percent chance of precipitation on Friday, November 27, and a 60-70 percent chance of precipitation across Texas on Saturday, November 28.

The retail gift pack market is fairly active. Due to very light volumes, buyers are making purchases from other production areas or are waiting for additional availability of pecans.

Prices paid to growers (from noon Tuesday, November 17, 2020 to Tuesday, November 24, 2020) at buyers delivery points or F.O.B. the orchard including direct sales to end users, cents per pound in-shell of generally good quality in lots of 20,000 pounds or less unless otherwise stated.

**Pawnee** (deliveries very light) 50-54% meat yield 195-210 occasional higher and lower

**Natives/Seedlings** (deliveries light) yard tree lots 38-55 mostly 40-45

**THE NEXT TEXAS REPORT IS SCHEDULED TO BE RELEASED ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2020.**